[Segmentation in vertebrates: a molecular clock linked to periodic somite formation].
In the vertebrate embryo, somites constitute the basis of the segmental body pattern. They give rise to the axial skeleton, the dermis of the back and all striated muscles of the body. In the chick embryo, a pair of somites buds off, in a highly coordinated fashion, every 90 minutes, from the cranial end of the presomitic mesoderm (PSM) while new mesenchymal cells enter the paraxial mesoderm as a consequence of gastrulation. The processes leading to the segmentation of the somite are not yet understood. We have identified and characterised c-hairy1, an avian homologue of the Drosophila segmentation gene, hairy. c-hairy1 is strongly expressed in the presomitic mesoderm where its mRNA exhibits a cyclic posterior-to-anterior wave of expression whose periodicity corresponds to the formation time of one somite (90 min). Fate mapping of the rostral half of the PSM using the quail-chick chimera technique supports a model of cryptic segmentation within the presomitic mesoderm, and indicates that c-hairy1 expression dynamics are not due to massive cell displacement. Analysis of in vitro cultures of isolated presomitic mesoderm demonstrates that rhythmic c-hairy1 mRNA production and degradation is an autonomous property of the paraxial mesoderm. Rather than resulting from the caudal-to-rostral propagation of an activating signal, it arises from pulses of c-hairy1 expression that are coordinated in time and space. Blocking protein synthesis does not alter the propagation of c-hairy1 expression, indicating that negative autoregulation of c-hairy1 expression is unlikely to control its periodic expression. Most of the segmentation models proposed for somite formation rely on the existence of an internal clock coordinating the cells to segment together to form a somite. These results provide the first molecular evidence of a developmental clock linked to segmentation and somitogenesis of the paraxial mesoderm, and support the possibility that segmentation mechanisms used by invertebrates and vertebrates have been conserved.